How to learn to prepare a student?
buy an assignments

Female view of food in student hostel
According to the experience, I know that all students - freshman are divided into two categories:
"Selpo" and "intelligent strongly". Let's truth in the eye: In the hostel, the university lives nonresident
students, and who is, as not the "residents of the provinces", to put it mildly.
Just the difference is that some girls are proud of their rural origin, while others, on the contrary, hide
him in every way, as a rule, behind a naryupy make-up or tasteless style in clothes.
So, the true hostesses are constantly "cuisite", and the newly minted intellectuals only lick, passing
by the kitchen. Soon the first appears a lot of friends on the floor or in the block, since everyone
wants to be friends with such an excellent cook.
This is where the intellectuals "go down to the ground" and ask to teach them to cook, either they
themselves are taken for cooks, remembering Mamkina tips. So one cook more, so I would have
been incentive, but learning how to cook - the matter of time.
In general, I am sure that every girl, the more living in the student hostel, is simply obliged to be able
to prepare well; Since, as you know, "the path to the heart of a man lies just through the stomach."
And in the hostel, this truth works, more than ever.
Male Powing for Food in Student Dorm
As a rule, in the first year, students do not know how to prepare, but eat mostly fast food, tired of
mother's pies and borschors. However, by the end of the first semester, nostalgia overpowers, and
the tasty smell from the kitchen on the floor does not sleep at all. So returns to the addiction to
normal food, but the trouble ... who will cook it?
Here are the options three:
The option is the first "dangerous". It can be hoped that the caring motley will not leave her great-old
child to starve, and be sure to bring delicious and fresh food, well, or at least to chew something.
The fellow students can perceive you as "Maamy's son", but it is much better than to starve in a
hostel. However, in any case, it will be necessary to share with the Hungary Volga.
Option is the second "romantic". And why not make a girl who will cook you delicious. This is the
perfect option, since you will not just "be thrive and obscured", but also tasty will feed.
Yes - yes, tasty, because what a lady wants to dispense in the eyes of his new lover. Here the main

thing is not to guess, and then some students themselves do not mind themselves, so that they are
fed, but to starve themselves as soon as possible.
The variant is the third "independent". As you know, there are excellent cooks from men, and their
dishes recognize the best culinary masterpieces in the world. So it is never too late to open your
talent, especially since many famous cooks have chosen this elegant profession for another age.
For example, the Italian chef Mario Batali, famous for the whole world, worked as a dishwasher at
the local restaurant, and it was then I realized who in the future he wants to become. So it turned
out.

So, summing up, we can conclude that it is not necessary to die in the student years with hunger,
and the question of how to learn how to prepare a student, has a huge number of solutions. Here
the main thing is to properly approach the development of new knowledge, and then everything will
definitely work out.
What should not be done if desired learn how to cook
Probably, we all accustomed to search for answers to any questions on the Internet, especially since
his knowledge is simply endless. Here are new recipes for dishes we just draw from the World Wide
Web. There are certain difficulties here, and the desire to prepare something and disappears at all.
So inexperienced cook I want to give several delight tips:
Tip first. Do not choose the recipes on the Internet that do not have photo confirmation. Very often,
professional copywriters and so-so Wisaki strict numerous culinary recipes to order, even
representations without having, what kind of dish it is. This can also be caught, and on the already
scanty scholarship to prepare a disgusting tasteless dish.
Council second. It is not necessary to cook meat, because it is expensive, and very horrible, and
new friends from the floor will fly to the fragrance as "flies on honey." In addition, the development of
cooking with meat dishes is very stupid and not economical, especially in the hostel.
If you cook tasty and read about it, then the next morning the dish is unlikely to wait for you in the
refrigerator, except that a plate with a fork for a fork in the sink will remain. Ends in such a situation
will definitely not find, and you will not seem to look, otherwise you can become famous for a big
thunder.
Council third. Do not learn cooking on a culinary book, because there are always described too
wisher and expensive recipes. It is best to find a knowledgeable person who will not just tell, but will
show how to prepare this or that dish. Together in the kitchen of fun, and the remaining time before
dinner is noticeably reduced.

